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1. INTRODUCTION  

Nowadays, the vast majority of real

applications and challenges favor the usage of “Wireless 
Sensor Networks” primarily because they are more cost
effective and efficient compared to alternative approaches. 
This sole characteristic of wireless sensor networks grants 
them the capability to deploy sensor vectors under various 
circumstances in military and civilian applications. 

Nonetheless, they do suffer from a number of 
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Abstract 

With the global use of wireless sensor network technology in different 
fields and for different purposes such as health care monitoring, earth 
sensing, air pollution monitoring, military operations monitoring or 
surveillance system monitoring, a problem arises. Problem that could 
negatively impact previously started activities and observations if not 
handled in a right way. Authors of this paper discuss various 
vulnerabilities and security threads in different applications of WSN in 
the real world, such as intrusion, node capture attack, black hole attack or 
selective forwarding attack. Potential countermeasures are proposed 
formatted as protocols or architectures for secure transfer of data between 
friendly nodes, compromises on security measures with the goal of 
achieving secure and reliable connection. This paper could be used as a 
general representation of WSN security issue with which WSN engineers 
are faced on a daily basis.  

 
 
 
 

Nowadays, the vast majority of real-world 

applications and challenges favor the usage of “Wireless 
Sensor Networks” primarily because they are more cost-
effective and efficient compared to alternative approaches. 

networks grants 
them the capability to deploy sensor vectors under various 
circumstances in military and civilian applications. 

Nonetheless, they do suffer from a number of 

shortcomings as well. Most notably, imposed resource 
limitations and constraints, as a result of lack of data 
storage and power. As a result, this carries the potential to 
introduce major impedances when we intend to implement 
prevalent computer security approaches in wireless sensor 
networks. There are numerous attacks to exploit unrel

communication channels, one of which being “physical 
attacks” which have proved to have an influential mark on 
the performance of wireless sensor networks. Although 
being advantageous in old machines and being the 
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preferred industrial option (due to their cost-effectiveness), 

researchers are keen to find ways to cope with security 
challenges while preserving the distinguished traits of 
wireless sensor networks. 

In order to immerse in topic such as this one. Filed 
which shows advancements every year or so, it was needed 
to thoroughly dive into previous papers related to the topic 

of sensors, wireless sensor networks and finally wireless 
sensor network security. Since this field is rapidly growing 
in its application in solving real world problems and 
threats it was also needed to check upon previous surveys 
done on this topic, since survey depict current industry 
attitude towards WSN its application and security. It was 

managed to find different approach and understanding 
regarding IDS, authors of one paper presents evidences of 
low ability and powerfulness of WSN devices and therefor 
pays more attention to different security options while 
most of the paper show strong interest towards IDS and its 
implementation. 

 
2. Discussion 

Private information could be addressed by and 
unauthorized party and with the present of intruder inside a 
network, it could lead to fail of response and data 
interchange. Take for instance Smart Grid power system 
which enables use of electricity for households and 
companies, given that the system is in broad use with the 
discontinuation of data flow many individuals as well as 
many businesses would be harmed which could have 
impact of one countries economy or perhaps could lead to 
global economic crises. Intrusion which is later discussed in 
the paper represent a huge problem however it is not the 
only one. Most common problem with wireless sensor 
devices inside a WSN is signal interference or jamming. 
Important aspects of WSN should be taken in consideration 
Secrecy and Integrity, make nodes secure so that 
neighboring or any unauthorized nodes cannot access data 
aimed to that specific node and ability to preserve initial 
data form. Last but not least Availability, property that 
makes single node and WSN in general available and fully 
functional even when system is under attack of any kind 
[1]. 

Hiding information data and encrypting solves one issue 
however many more arise. Current user authentication 
schema requires user to register on sensor’s gateway, login 
and then authenticate to access WSN data.  System is still 
not resistant to replay or forgery attacks, intercepting nodes 
login data and using it for modifying data shared among 
network nodes. Proposed, enhanced security schema 
achieves stated requests and also improves password 
sharing [2]. 

Confidentiality assuring that data is not viewed by 
anyone except by the one whom it is intended, integrity of 
data or assuring that data after traveling through the 

network stays the same format and sequence and 
availability of server are popular security theses that should 
be met when implementing WSN security. Complex and 
advanced secure mechanisms such us RSA key encryption 
are not that easily feasible inside sensors of this kind since 
sensors in WSN are design of low power and capacity, 
therefore asked requirements may be compromised [3]. 

Transporting unwanted unauthorized traffic, over long 
distances could be burden for these already miniature 
devices. DTN or Delay Tolerant Network architecture 
proposes validation of data at each its hop through network 
to solve previously state problems. This idea could also 
make DOS attack harder to execute [4]. 

Because of the small nature of these devices many 
issues arose. To begin with common medium for 
intercommunication is broadcast, which possess an issue 
considering today’s wide application of WSN from 
manufacturing to transportation, military and medicine. 
Broadcast could be easily eavesdropped and intercepted or 
even its content could be changed. Adversary may 
constantly use services of sensors with the goal of draining 
its battery and finally deprave WSN of a node member or in 
the long run whole WSN. Solutions for previously 
mentioned problems could be found in different protocols. 
SNEP, Sensor Network Security Protocol, prevents 
eavesdropping, has low number of overhead bits, offers 
data authentication and replay protection [5]. The 
vulnerability and security mechanism required, recovery 
and reliability mechanism are greatly influenced by the 
field of practical WSN application [6]. WSN sensors, 
sometimes called moats together with its networks 
encouraged future research in fields of routing, protocols, 
error handling, miniaturization and energy efficiency, to 
solve problems of importance for businesses as well as 
general humanity problems e.g., earthquakes, floods, 
wildfires [7]. 

One non-technical vulnerability of WSN devices, not 
often considered, are its physical weaknesses. These 
devices are most often made for inaccessible terrains and 
therefore are disposable and made cheap, with that 
consideration in mind these devices are easy to sabotage in 
normal, everyday life. Regarding software part of WSN, 
decentralized Intrusion Detection System could identify 
and notify about malicious changes inside specific network. 
To construct appropriate IDS following rules need to be 
followed. A failure should be raised on different occasions 
[8]. In contrast to firm belief of IDS inside WSNs authors 
here [9] are of strong belief that IDS cannot be applied on 
sensor networks due to simple nature of sensor devices, 
their weakness and low capabilities. Authors propose 
simple changes which could help but not replace IDS, with 
the introduction of watchdogs. 

WSN are common to experience different attacks 
because of their broadcast medium of data transfer. Attacks 
are commonly divided in active and passive attacks. 
Passive attacks are those that do not harm system in its 
core, however unwanted party is able to see transported 
data. Monitoring, eavesdropping, traffic analysis and 
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camouflage adversaries are the most common attacks on 
WSN’s privacy, which is snooping and discovering hidden 
data by attackers. Active attacks are those that that modify 
transferred data, and they come in numbers. Routing 
attacks spoofed and altered routing information. Selective 
forwarding or dropping certain packets from transport. 
Sinkhole attack or redirecting all traffic to specific node. 
Sybil attack, single node is cloned has multiple identities. 
Wormholes attack, tunneling packets to different locations. 
Denial of Service (DoS), attack in which multiple request 
are sent to a victim overloading it and disabling legit users 
to use the service. Node malfunction, node generates 
inaccurate data. Physical attack previously discussed 
belongs to group of active attacks. False node which 
generates false data and message corruption [10]. 

Remote sensor organizing keeps on developing as a 
standout amongst the most energizing and testing research 
regions within recent memory. Characteristically, there are 
numerous utilizations of remote sensor organizes that 
gather and disperse touchy and critical data. All together for 
some usage of these applications to work effectively, it is 
important to keep up the protection and security of the 
transmitted information. What stays indistinct, in any case, 
is a pleasing and best method for anchoring the data. This 
paper considers mainstream and dynamic security models 
accessible and used to-date, while concentrating on 
verification. Confirmation can be characterized as a 
security system, the utilization of which permits the 
personality of a hub in the system to be distinguished as a 
legitimate hub of the system. Information realness can be 
accomplished when a legitimate hub unscrambles the 
affixed message verification code, or applies one to an 
active bundle, utilizing some known/shared key. Hub 
confirmation can be accomplished utilizing various 
distinctive techniques. A correlation table is exhibited 
which shows the different properties held by these security 
conventions, counting verification attributes. This will 
permit the alluring qualities of the different security models 
to be effortlessly recognizable to originators in their battle 
to execute the most practical and suitable strategy for 
anchoring their system [11].  

CareNet is an incorporated remote sensor condition for 
re-bit social insurance that utilizes a two-level remote 
system and an extensible programming stage. CareNet 
gives both profoundly dependable and security mindful 
patient information accumulation, transmission and 
access[12]. This paper portrays our framework architecture, 
programming advancement, and the aftereffects of our field 
studies [13]. 

To the best of our insight no dispersed arrangement has 
been proposed to distinguish a hub catch in a versatile 
remote sensor network[14]. In this paper we propose a 
productive and circulated answer for this issue utilizing 
new properties of portable remote sensor systems. 
Specifically, we present two arrangements: SDD that does 
not require express information trade between the hubs 
amid the nearby discovery, and CCD, an increasingly 
advanced convention that utilizes neighborhood hub 

collaboration notwithstanding versatility to enormously 
enhance performance. We likewise acquaint a benchmark 
with contrast these arrangements and. Trial results show the 
feasibility of our proposition. For example, while the 
benchmark requires around 9,000 seconds to distinguish 
hub catches, CDD requires under 2,000 seconds. These 
outcomes bolster our instinct that hub versatility, related to 
a constrained measure of nearby participation, can be 
utilized to identify rising worldwide properties [15]. 

A focal issue in sensor arrange security is that sensors 
are vulnerable to physical catch assaults. When a sensor is 
endangered, the enemy can undoubtedly dispatch clone 
assaults by duplicating the bargained hub, conveying the 
clones all through the system, and beginning an assortment 
of insider assaults. Past neutralizes clone assaults 
experience the ill effects of either a high 
correspondence/stockpiling overhead or a poor recognition 
precision. In this paper, we propose a novel plan for 
identifying clone assaults in sensor networks, which 
processes for every sensor a social unique finger 
impression by removing the area attributes and confirms 
the authenticity of the originator for each message with a 
money ordering the encased unique finger impression. The 
unique mark age depends on the superimposed s-disjunct 
code, which causes a light correspondence and calculation 
overhead. The unique mark check is led at both the base 
station and the neighboring sensors, which guarantees a 
high detection likelihood. The security and execution 
investigation demonstrate that our calculation can 
distinguish clone assaults with a high identification 
likelihood at the expense of a low 
computation/correspondence/stockpiling overhead. To our 
best knowledge, our plan is the first to give real-time 
identification of clone assaults in a compelling and 
effective way [16]. 

Remote Sensor Networks (WSNs) are another 
innovation foreseen to be utilized progressively sooner 
rather than later because of their information securing and 
information preparing capacities. Security for WSNs is a 
territory that should be considered so as to ensure the 
usefulness of these systems, the information they pass on 
and the area of their individuals. The security models and 
conventions utilized in wired and different systems are not 
suited to WSNs due to their extreme asset imperatives, 
particularly concerning vitality. In this article, we propose a 
brought together interruption recognition conspire 
dependent on Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and 
sliding windows. We find that our framework can 
recognize dark opening assaults and particular sending 
assaults with high exactness without exhausting the hubs of 
their vitality [17][18]. 

Data conglomeration in remote sensor systems is 
essential because of its upgrade of transmission capacity 
use and vitality usage by limiting the exchange of excess 
information[19]. This paper displays a safe information 
accumulation convention, called SRDA, for remote sensor 
systems. So as to decrease the quantity of bits transmitted, 
SRDA requires sensor hubs to send differential information 
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rather than crude detected information. Viability of the 
SRDA is additionally exhibited by applying its key 
component to improve existing information collection 
conventions. SRDA sets up secure network among sensor 
hubs by exploiting organization estimation and not playing 
out any online key appropriation. The gradual security 
prerequisite because of the idea of the information 
conglomeration process is met by a total explicit security 
strategy. Recreation results demonstrate that SRDA yields 
huge investment funds in the vitality utilization while 
protecting the information security [20]. 

In this paper, authors proposed another down to earth 
personality based encryption plot which is reasonable for 
remote sensor network (WSN). We call it Receiver-
Bounded Online/Offline Identity-based Encryption (RB-
OOIBE). It parts the encryption process into two sections – 
the disconnected and the on-line part. In the disconnected 
part, all overwhelming calculations are managed without 
the information of the collector's character and the plaintext 
message. In the online stage, just light computations, for 
example, secluded activity and symmetric key encryption 
are required, together with the collector's character and the 
plaintext message. In addition, since each disconnected 
ciphertext can be re-utilized for a similar recipient, the 
quantity of disconnected ciphertexts the encrypter holds 
just limits the quantity of collectors rather than the quantity 
of messages to be scrambled. Along these lines, a sensor 
hub (with constrained computation power and restricted 
stockpiling) in WSN can send encoded information 
effortlessly: A couple disconnected ciphertexts can be 
figured in the assembling stage while the online part is light 
enough for the sensor to process[21][22]. 

The insurance of basic frameworks ace vides a 
fascinating application region for remote sensor systems. 
Dangers, for example, common catastrophes, and criminal 
or psychological oppressor assaults against CIs are 
progressively announced. The substantial scale nature of 
CIs requires an adaptable and minimal effort technology for 
enhancing CI checking and reconnaissance. WSNs are a 
promising possibility to satisfy these prerequisites, yet on 
the off chance that the WSN turns out to be a piece of the 
CI so as to enhance its unwavering quality, at that point the 
constancy of the WSN itself should be altogether enhanced 
first. In this article we discuss the difficulties and potential 
answers for accomplish steadfastness of WSNs considering 
coincidental disappointments and purposeful assaults. We 
investigate the entire framework beginning from individual 
sensor hubs through the convention stack to the middleware 
layer above. With the across the board development of 
utilizations of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), the 
requirement for dependable security instruments these 
systems have expanded complex. Numerous security 
arrangements have been proposed in the area of WSN up 
until now. These arrangements are normally dependent on 
surely understood cryptographic calculations. In this paper, 
we have tried to overview surely understood security issues 
in WSNs and concentrate the conduct of WSN hubs that 
perform open key cryptographic tasks. We assess time and 

power utilization of open key cryptography calculation for 
signature and key administration by reproduction [23]. 

WSNs typically conveyed in the focused-on region to 
screen or detect nature and relying on the application sensor 
hub transmit the information to the base station. To relay 
the information middle hubs, impart together, select proper 
steering way and transmit information towards the base 
station. Directing way determination relies upon the 
steering master tool of the system. Base station ought to get 
unaltered and new information. To satisfy this prerequisite, 
steering convention ought to be vitality proficient and 
secure. Various leveled or group base steering convention 
for WSNs is the most vitality productive among other 
directing conventions. In this paper, we ponder different 
various leveled directing method for WSNs. Further we 
break down and look at secure progressive steering 
conventions dependent on different criteria [24]. 

The utilization of remote sensor organize (WSN) for a 
water quality checking is made out of various sensor hubs 
with a systems administration capacity that can be sent for 
an impromptu or ceaseless observing reason. The 
parameters associated with the water quality assurance such 
as the pH level, turbidity and temperature is estimated in 
the constant by the sensors that send the information to the 
base station or control/checking room. This paper proposes 
how such observing framework can be setup underlining on 
the parts of minimal effort, simple impromptu 
establishment and simple dealing with and upkeep. The 
utilization of remote framework for checking reason won't 
just diminish the general observing framework cost in term 
of offices setup and work cost yet will likewise give 
adaptability in term of separation or area. In this paper, the 
essential plan and usage of WSN including a powerful 
transmission Zigbee based innovation together with the 
IEEE 802.15.4 good handset is proposed. The created stage 
is practical and permits simple customization. A few 
fundamental consequences of estimation to assess the 
dependability and adequacy of the framework are 
additionally exhibited[25][26]. 

CitySense is a new idea of coverage whole cities with 
wireless sensor in order to make networking testbed for the 
further research. For the implementation are used 100 
Linux based PCs and 802.11a/b/g radios and other sensors. 
Benefit of this kind of services is that sensors nodes can be 
changed and programmed by end users. Security issues is 
big deal when it comes to public environment so CitySense 
use two-layer approach to security, WPA encryption at link 
layer to prevent unwanted listeners and Secure Socket 
Layer or Secure Shell in transport layer to secure safe 
communication. WPA keys are periodically changed using 
STP because of possibility of cracking it[27][28]. 

BROSK (Broadcast session Key) negotiation protocol is 
new proposition of secure protocol that will perform better 
than existing ones SPINS and SNAKE. These two well-
known protocols could outperform BROSK when it comes 
to number of nodes less than 64, but BROSK is designed 
for systems with greater number of nodes and of course less 
energy needed to perform. Our main concern is security 
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and this protocol is best at it because it broadcasts once for 
each node and if it receives some additional request it will 
know that malicious node is approaching so it will mark 
that node as malicious one and will not make troubles any 
more [29]. 

For the greatest challenge in network security, 
implementation of cryptographic primitives, there is one 
nice proposition to solve it, NOVSF (nonblocking 
orthogonal variable spreading factor) code hopping 
technique, which have 64-time spots that could be given to 
any channel. This is used to periodically change the way of 
how data will be assigned to these time slots and because of 
this some unwanted users will firstly have to crack this 
pattern of assigning data to time slots and then do 
decrypting of data. This is possible because one multiplexer 
is added to system, and no additional energy is needed to 
accomplish this higher level of security [30]. 

Widely use of wireless sensor network is becoming real 
in our era and with it comes responsibility of preserving 
accurate data and saving it from malicious users. There are 
many ways to accomplish that goal. Data secrecy is 
accomplished throughout some standard encryption 
methods such as AES block cipher as sharing secret key 
between the communication partitions. But encryption is 
not enough because data is still vulnerable for attacks such 
as eavesdropping. To prevent this kind of behavior, 
encryption have to be enforced with access control policy at 
its base station[31][32]. 

WSN can play important role in preservation of our 
environment by monitoring observations in nature, as it 
found its purpose in Forest-Fires Surveillance System 
(FFSS). Sensors collect data about climate changes in dry 
winter season. Information are collected and people can 
check conditions in mountains, even it can trigger alarm if 
there is smoke or fire to prevent bigger disasters[33]. When 
it comes to security of collected date, we can see that 
Minimum Cost path Forwarding protocol is used, optimal, 
simple and scalable way of transferring the data where 
nodes can be found limited number of times in one round in 
order not to suck energy form upstream nodes [34]. 

Sleep Deprivation Attack is most dangerous attack of 
this category in which intruders cause random drainage of 
sensor node batteries to dramatically shorten its lifetime. 
By detecting the SPA lifetime of a sensor nodes batteries 
and the network itself will be prolonged. Anomaly 
detection is used to compare values with predefined 
parameters to see if there is any intruders who are trying to 
harm the network and when found those malicious nodes 
are excluded [35]. 

For the prevention of the denial of service (DoS) we 
will introduce one interesting protocol. We should mention 
that we have two types of the DoS attacks, nodes which 
uses network for its own purposes and communication 
(passive attacks) and harming other nodes unintentionally, 
and malicious nodes that intentionally want to harm other 
nodes by not using energy efficiently (active attacks). As it 
is in wireless sensor network, nodes need to forward 
messages to other nodes but in some cases, they cannot do 

that. This protocol acts as a game theory to recognize those 
nodes that could act maliciously [36]. 

Besides the environmental benefits which we saw in 
FFSS, WSN found its application in many other fields with 
such as emergencies, military, health monitoring etc. And 
that’s why security is fundamental requirement of these 
sensor applications. In this case we will focus on physical 
threats for these services. Physical attacks can put whole 
sensor network to operate on its minimum because of 
limited physical access. Some of the issues in WSN are: 
Availability, Secure localization, Self-organization, 
Authenticity, Flexibility and others [37]. 

Data aggregation is one of the important concepts in 
wireless sensor network due to energy consumption and 
saving resources. Aim of this concept is to eliminate 
redundant data conveyance. This data aggregation can be 
done by one sensor or more of them combined and 
collecting data from other sensors. Data aggregation 
approaches in WSN are: tree base approach, cluster-based 
approach, multi path approach and hybrid approach. The 
main concern in data aggregation security are data integrity 
and data confidentiality [38]. 

WSN are also used in monitoring services[39]. Main 
concern of security in this usage of wireless sensor network 
is privacy preserving location. To achieve this goal of 
anonymity two algorithms are used, resource and quality 
aware. Resource algorithm is used for keeping data about 
location private and reduces the cost of communication 
between sensors and required computations. Quality aware 
algorithm minimizes the size of search area in order to get 
more accurate location [40]. 

 
3. CONCLUSION 

In contrast to different systems, WSNs are intended for 
explicit applications. Applications incorporate, however are 
not constrained to, ecological observing, mechanical 
machine checking, reconnaissance frameworks, and 
military target following. Every application contrasts in 
highlights and requirements. To help this decent variety of 
utilizations, the development of new correspondence 
conventions, calculations, structures, and administrations 
are required.  We have overviewed in this paper issues on 
three unique classes: (1) inside stage and basic working 
framework, (2) correspondence convention stack, and (3) 
organize administrations, provisioning, and sending issues. 
We have condensed and looked at changed proposed 
structures, calculations, conventions, and administrations. 
In addition, we have featured conceivable enhancements 
and research in each territory. There are as yet numerous 
issues to be settled around WSN applications, for example, 
correspondence structures, security, and the executives. By 
settling these issues, we can close the hole among 
innovation and application. 
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